Climate control: a secret weapon?
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The rest of you can hear what you're missing at The Hifi Show.

As soon as you walk into The Hifi Show, a smile will cross your face. Music of crystal clarity will flow into your ears, and walls of shining stereo gear will fill your eyes.

And you will know the pleasure you've been missing.

The Hifi Show is in every Tech Hifi. Where you'll find more of the quality components you're looking for, than in any other store.

You can buy a good hifi system at Tech Hifi for as little as $199. The system pictured here is $349, and it features the exciting new Kenwood KR-2600 am/fm stereo receiver, Studio Design 36 loudspeakers, and the famous Garrard 440M automatic turntable with a fine Pickering cartridge. Come to The Hifi Show this week. Leave the silent majority.

1 of every 6 people owns hi-fi.

R/O midways provide info
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midway on the Kresge oval. The midway allows you to take the ini- 

This is not only the last day of the dorms, but also the last day of the dorms. The R/O week is to read the Daily Confusion. It is published every day during R/O week and as the R/O Center will have
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